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Modernize Your Resume Writing 
• Start with the Wow! – I chose to use a branding statement to show prospective employers just how many 

qualities my client brings to the table and how those qualities align with the goals they hope to accomplish. 
In other words, the branding statement stands as a testament to exactly why he is the right person for the 
job. To show impact on his amazing results I created a table highlighting his most notable career 
achievements. 

• Write with Meaning & Power – The client was worried that being with one company for more than 8 years 
was going to be an issue to demonstrate his worth and what he can contribute. I was able to develop this 
client’s extensive career history with GianTech by showcasing his progression and leadership capabilities and 
only include what was relevant to his position target. I increased his worth to his targeted audience by 
adding power and weight with quantifiable achievements. 

• Write Tight, Lean & Clean – His original resume was 3 pages long and I spent considerable time reducing a 4-
line bullet to a tight 2 lines; this resume has 1-line and 2-line bullets. By combining several positions 
together, I was also able to keep the resume at 2 pages in length. His career spans more than 25 years but I 
decided to combine his older positions by using his titles without the dates thus making sure my client was 
not going to be age-discriminated.   

• Leave the Muscle, Lose the Fat – I also reduced info that was too wordy on his position descriptions by 
indicating something of value or leading with an achievement. I made sure every line included value items 
that he either achieved or he impacted directly. I concentrated on featuring his achievements rather than 
his many responsibilities since they were technical in nature. 
 

Modernize Your Resume Format 
• Pop Your Contact Information – I elected to add his contact information by using a soft color font.  
• Follow the Rules of Good Formatting – This resume is crisp because of attention to formatting. 
• Improve Readability & Skimmability – Along with tight formatting and writing, this resume has bolded 

phrases to draw the eye down and capture visual attention. I decided to use a special format to showcase 
his major achievement for each of his roles. 

• Choose a Font that Fits – Calibri is my favorite for this resume as it is nicely spaced and legible. 
• Prepare for the Complexities of Online Search – This senior-level candidate was made aware of the need for 

ATS friendliness; however, he planned to focus his search strategy around networking and direct contact 
with recruiters. 

 
Modernize Your Resume Design 
• Capture Attention in a Flash – This client’s resume has a distinctive design that will immediately distinguish 

him from most.  I used soft colors and strategic design elements to indicate his many achievements. 
• Follow the Practices of Good Page Design – Crisp margins, consistent subheadings, and text boxes that draw 

the eye – all exhibit principles of good page design. 
• Match Design Elements to Your Industry & Profession – This client was more modern than traditional, as was 

his ideal employer, so a clean, modern design was an appropriate choice. 
• Embrace Color & Graphics – I decided to use soft, muted colors on his “results” and feature a table that 

would showcase his many achievements throughout his career. 


